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Abstract. Fake news has been spreading in greater numbers and has generated
more and more misinformation, one of the clearest examples being the United
States presidential elections of 2016, for which a lot of false information was
circulated before the votes that improved the image of Donald Trump overs
Hilary's Clinton (Singh, Dasgupta, Sonagra, Raman, & Ghosh, n.d.). Because
fake news is too much, it becomes necessary to use computational tools to detect them; this is why the use of algorithms of Machine Learning like
“CountVectorizer”, “TfidfVectorizer”, a Naive Bayes Model and natural language processing for the identification of false news in public data sets is proposed.
Keywords: Fake News, Machine Learning, NLTK, Sklearn.
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Introduction

With the arrival of the technological era and with it inventions such as radio, internet
and television; Information media such as the written newspapers were left aside and
the world opened the doors to new ways to find out about the events, most of the
news content on television and radio is reviewed and controlled but the content of the
internet is hardly supervised and even more so when this does not violate any law
(Gu, Kropotov, & Yarochkin, 2017), this is how false news has become a place in
today's society, from apparently harmless publications on social networks (Lazer et
al., 2017) to pages web completely dedicated to the production of false information,
but made in such a way that they manage to imitate with mastery some of the most
recognized newspapers and news channels, besides the fact that it is not possible to
make a formal definition of a false news (Mauri, Jonathan, Tommaso, & Michele,
2017).
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Related work

Because the problem addressed is very relevant in this information age, several previous works have been carried out from different perspectives, focused in different
ways and using different techniques, but ultimately all seek to combat misinformation, some of these Studies will be presented below.
In (Rubin, Conroy, Chen, & Cornwell, 2016) they make an approach to the detection of false news based on satire, for this they first made a conceptual description of
the satirical humor about twelve satirical humor news and compared it with its real
counterpart. For the classification process, they used an SMV (Support Vector Machine) algorithm with five characteristics to predict; absurdity, humor, grammar, negative sensations and punctuation, being the algorithm tested with 360 news achieving
90% accuracy to find satirical news using the combination of absurdity, grammar and
punctuation.
In (Bourgonje, Schneider, & Rehm, 2017) they make a study of the news regarding
its owner and the relevance with its content, focusing mainly on the detection of
clickbait, that is, news in which its heading does not have any relation with its development. The methodology was applied on a public data set and achieved a success of
89.59. In the study they seek to provide a tool that helps to check the news coming
from traditional and non-traditional media. In the study separate parts of the content
of the news, analyzing them separately and determining their veracity, later if they
find that some of them are false or contradict another part of the information, you can
guess that it is a false news. This method can also be useful for detecting news with
political bias that is, showing a political position favorable to a position.
On the other hand in (Shu, Wang, Sliva, Tang, & Liu, 2017) present a review of
several existing methods for the detection of false news, on the one hand there are
works focused on the processing of news content and its form , those based on
knowledge use external sources to verify the information exposed in the news. Those
based on style seek to find within the news signs of language that demonstrates subjectivity or disappointment.
The author of (Wang, n.d.) publishes a dataset called "LIAR" which brings together in total twelve thousand eight hundred fragments of declarations of the page
"POLIFACT.COM" manually tagged; being one of the largest public datasets in this
topic, with which you can do fact checking analysis and allow automation studies to
detect false news. In addition, the study used neural networks to demonstrate that by
combining meta-data with text, a great improvement in the detection of false news is
achieved.
The study done in (Shao, Ciampaglia, Varol, Flammini, & Menczer, 2017) makes
an analysis of how bots have been used to spread false news on social networks like
twitter and facebook.
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In (Bajaj, n.d.) they present a study of Deep Learning using natural language processing for the detection of false news; thus, different models are presented, and an
assessment is made of which may be the best option to obtain adequate results.
In (Farajtabar et al., N.d.) present a framework for the detection of false news
combining learning and a model of network activities providing the possibility of
doing a real-time analysis in social networks such as twitter.
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Methodology

In the study carried out natural language processing (PLN) is used as a Python computational tool; This programming language uses different libraries and platforms,
among them its PANDAS natural language processing library (Python Data Analysis
Library) which is an open source library with BSD license that provides data structures and data analysis tools . Additionally, NLTK was used, which is a set of libraries and programs oriented to natural language processing and Scikit-learn which is a
specialized machine learning library for classification, regression and clustering. The
three libraries mentioned above have been designed to operate in conjunction with the
other Numpy and Scipy libraries which were also included in the program.
To obtain news for the study, a public data set located in a github repository was
used https://github.com/GeorgeMcIntire/fake_real_news_dataset compiled in equal
parts for ten thousand five hundred and fifty-eight (10558) news items collected in
total between the years 2015 and 2017 written in English with their title, full text and
false or true label which were taken from different media, making scrapping processes
in news web portals for half of real news and news from a published dataset in Kaggle
conformed only by false news.
So once having the dataset, the methodology consisted of three fundamental stages;
the pre-processing that involved transforming the dataset from a .csv file to a Python
object belonging to Pandas; a data frame to be able to deal with it efficiently. Subsequently, for processing, the data was changed so that the first half of the data with
false label and the second half with a true label were not simply what would cause
impartiality when applying the machine learning methods. Once this is done, groups
of data are taken to make training and test sets with which tokenisation algorithms are
executed so that the result is processed by the Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm of
the Scikit-Learn package and finally an array was made in analysis. of confusion to
make analysis of the results obtained.
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Fig. 1. Source: Own design.
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Design

To begin with the processing of the data, it was necessary to use the read_csv () function of the Pandas library, passing the path of the file in which the .csv file is located,
which converts to the Data Frame format. For the creation of the test and training sets,
the train_test_split () function of the sklearn library was used, which takes as parameters the column with which the learning will be done, the type of classification that
must be determined, the size with which will be the test set and a random to scramble
the data.
Subsequently, sets "bags" of features are gathered, which are words or subsets of
words with which you can extract the frequencies that have the word within the paragraphs belonging to the news texts with two different functions CountVectorizer (),
but first it is necessary to do a new cleaning, since at the time of applying machine
learning one looks for to see a relation between the veracity of the news and the
words that more frequently appear in this one; as is logical there will be many occurrences of "stop words" is words like "that, in, on" these words that serve as connectors
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and to give structure to the sentences but semantically does not have a great meaning,
so it becomes necessary to get rid of those "stop words" and then if you can proceed
to build structures made up of all the words that are part of the news.
Having the sets of words conformed, the NaiveBayes () function is sent as arguments so that it makes the process of determining from the word bag and the training
sets if the news should be classified as false or true and subsequently an open source
function is used to graph a confusion matrix in which the main diagonal shows the
quantity of correctly classified news and the ones that are not seen outside the diagonal.
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Implementation

The first thing that was done so that the program functions correctly is to import the
necessary libraries so that all the functions used are recognized by the interpreter:
import pandas as pd
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import CountVectorizer
from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import TfidfVectorizer
from sklearn.naive_bayes import MultinomialNB
import pickle
import nltk
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import itertools
The file is then imported into a DataFrame from the Pandas library and formatted to
make it easy to manipulate the data using the following commands.
features =
pd.read_csv("fake_or_real_news.csv",usecols=['text', 'label'])
Thus, the parts that we will be using for this study of the news, the text and its actual
classification have been stored in features; First, mixing them is done to avoid that the
classification is affected by the order of the news. These two columns are separated
and used to create the training and test sets.
features.sample(frac=1)
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trainig_set = features.text[:1900]
label_train = features.label[:1900]
test_set = features.text[1900:]
label_test = features.label[1900:]
The following commands make the word arrays to be generated do not contain stop
words.
count_vectorizer = CountVectorizer(stop_words='english')
tfidf_vectorizer = TfidfVectorizer(stop_words='english',
max_df=0.7)
Then other counVectorizer functions are used to do a tokenization and frequency
count of the tokens and the result is put into matrices made up of the tokens of the test
set and the evaluation set.
count_train = count_vectorizer.fit_transform(trainig_set)
count_test = count_vectorizer.transform(test_set)
To contrast, another way of counting the frequency of the tokens is used and again
applied to the test and training sets.
tfidf_train = tfidf_vectorizer.fit_transform(trainig_set)
tfidf_test = tfidf_vectorizer.transform(test_set)
The algorithm chosen for the automatic learning process was NaiveBayes which
works with conditional probability to determine the relationship of one of the tokens
with the truth of the news. Thus, the algorithm was run using both forms of tokenization previously named
clf = MultinomialNB()
clf.fit(tfidf_train, label_train)
pred = clf.predict(tfidf_test)
score = accuracy_score(label_test, pred)
Once the score is set, which is the percentage value of the degree of certainty that the
algorithm had when making the classification. It was displayed using the following
command:
print("certeza: %0.3f" % score)
Later an open source function was used to graph a confusion matrix and to visualize
the results of the process.
cm = confusion_matrix(label_test, pred, labels=['FAKE',
'REAL'])
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plot_confusion_matrix(cm, classes=['Falas', 'Reales'])
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Discussion and results analysis

After running the Naive Bayes algorithm with the two forms of tokenization
CountVectorizer and TfidfVectorizer the following percentages of certainty were
obtained:
─ Count Vectorizer: certainty: 0.881
─ TfidfVectorizer: certainty 0.848
Likewise, the confusion matrices were plotted with the results of both classifications, producing the following results:
TfidfVectorizer:

Fig. 2. Source: Own design.

Count Vectorizer:
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Fig. 3. Source: Own design.

This shows that it was more effective to use CountVectorizer as a classification method, since it successfully classified 89.3% of the news correctly classified as false 1827
and as true 2079.
The model used, however, proves not to have the same effectiveness as others,
since in (Chiu, Gokcen, Wang, & Yan, nd) for example they use a model based on
Support Vector Machines and achieve an average success rate of 95% and in
(Chaudhry, Baker, & Thun-Hohenstein, nd) make an approximation using deep neural
networks and achieve a certainty of up to 97.3% in the classification process.
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Conclusions

Addressing an objective such as the classification of news is a complex task even
using a standard procedure of classification of texts, since the news has a large number of characteristics that can be evaluated and to achieve a certainty greater than 95%
it is necessary to consider them.
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